Interactive Session Plan ™

Coach Andrew Stafford
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DRIBBLING
Changing directions to avoid danger.

45 minutes
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FOLLOW THE LEADER (5 minutes)
-All players and coach need a ball.
-Setup cones as obstacles on your practice space.
-Dribble around your space, demonstrating dribbling with different surfaces of the foot.
-Teach your kids to drop a shoulder one way and quickly accelerate the other (Shake-n-Bake or
Shoulder Fake).
-Teach your kids the Snake -- alternate the inside and outside of the same foot touching the ball in
any combination, changing directions as you change from inside to outside or vice versa. Be sure
to hiss!
-Dribble in between your obstacles to demonstrate dribbling under control.
-Let the kids demonstrate their favorite move and have everyone Follow the Leader.
ANGRY BEAR (10 minutes)
-All kids have a ball.
-Coach is the Angry Bear and she/he doesn't want kids dribbling all over the cave.
-Kids want to dribble all over the cave and make the Bear very Angry.
-When the kids dribble into the cave (make a circle or grid with cones), roar and chase them out of
the cave. If they don't turn around and escape, you can pretend to munch on their ball before
tossing it out of the cave for them to retrieve.
-Let the kids take turns being the angry bear.
-Remember, DON'T PROVOKE THE BEAR -- this means don't kick or throw the ball at the bear,
especially when the kids are the bear.
-Have the kids count how many times they safely dribble across the cave.
SOCCER TAG
-All players have a ball.
-Players dribble around trying to tag each other GENTLY in the SHOULDER ONLY to get a point.
-Striking, shoving, slapping, smacking, poking, etc. is not allowed.
-Players must be dribbling the ball for a tag to count (they can't leave their ball to run over to tag
another player, they must dribble over instead).
-Have the players count the number of tags they get in a four minute game. As they rest for one
minute, ask them for their scores and how they managed to avoid tags or get so many tags
(Guided Discovery).
-Play one more time and see if they can beat their previous score.

MATCH
-Play 3v3 with no GKs.
-Use Altitude U6 Modified Game Rules to help teach the kids the game of soccer.
-If you have parents, they may act as bumpers to keep the ball in bounds. Otherwise, use kick-ins
for all restarts (pass or dribble).
-Let the kids play as much as possible, using natural stoppages to teach them about the game.
Use Guided Discovery as much as possible -- "The blue kicked the ball in the goal, what do we call
that? (a goal!) What do we do next? (kickoff at midfield) Who gets to take the kick? (red team)" etc.
Play for seven minutes, take a break, switch sides, and play a second half of seven minutes.
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